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ABSTRACT
Field programmable Gate Arrays are extensively used in the field of Industrial Automation especially in Speed
control of BLDC motor for its hardware design flexibility. This paper discusses the digital Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) control implemented in FPGA for a BLDC drive in motoring mode of operation. The design
and simulation of closed loop control system using PID algorithm is done on Xilinx Spartan 3E FPGA kit. The
system controls the speed of three phase BLDC by using feedback from hall sensors. Simulations are done
using VHDL with Modelsim software.
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INTRODUCTION
Brushless DC (BLDC) motors dominate their brushed counterparts and are used nowadays
extensively for the advantages they offer. Good efficiency, high torque to weight ratio, reduced noise,
elimination of sparks from commutator, and lower susceptibility to mechanical wear are the prominent
advantages of using BLDC motors.
The above said advantages come at the cost of complex electronic controller design and shaft
position sensing using sensors. Electronic commutation of Brushless motors can be implemented on
FPGA as it provides good flexibility, reconfigurable computing, higher resources for implementing
control algorithms and on-chip parallelism. The Hall Effect sensor gives feedback about the position of
the rotor to the control circuitry.
Mostly BLDC motors have three Hall sensors inside the stator. Hall-effect sensors are
embedded into the stator every 120° to sense the rotor position. The Hall sensor give a high / low
signal whenever the rotor magnetic poles pass near them indicating the N or S pole is passing. The
Hall Sensor Decoder in the FPGA uses the combination of these three Hall sensor signals, to determine
the exact sequence of commutation.
The electronic controller, based on the Hall Sensor decoder output, in turn controls the flow of
current in a phased sequence to stator windings in order to produce required torque and speed and
ensures that the motor runs at peak efficiency. The frequency at which the current is switched
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determines the brushless motor’s velocity and not on the voltage, hence current controlled technique is
used.
The paper is arranged as follows. The three phase commutation of BLDC motor is explained in
Section 2. Section 3 gives detailed explanation of PID algorithm. Section 4 describes the
implementation of PID Algorithm in FPGA to control the speed of motor. The simulation and
validation results of the implemented design can be found in Section 5. Section 6 gives the conclusions
and references are listed in Section 7.

ELECTRONIC COMMUTATION OF THREE PHASE MOTOR
Figure 1 shows the electronic commutation arrangement of BLDC motors. The Brushless motors, are
driven by three phase Bridge which comprises of six Transistor/MOSFETs/IGBTs. The stator windings
are 120° apart and connected either in Star or Delta fashion. In the bridge, one branch is provided a
constant voltage (signals PWM A, PWM B & PWM C) and in the other branch PWM pulses (signals
PWM Ā, PWM & PWM ) are applied.

Figure 1: Bridge Circuit of Motor Driver
Hall sensors placed on the non-driving end of the stator detect the position of rotor and their
outputs exactly 120 degree apart from each other, along with each terminal phase sequence is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Three Phase commutation and Hall Sensor outputs
When a three-phase BLDC motor is driven by a three-phase bridge circuit, comprised of either
MOSFETs or IGBTs, the efficiency is the highest, since in this drive an alternating current flows
through each winding as in ac motor. This drive is effectively a bipolar drive because the stator
winding is energized in the south and north poles alternatively. The bipolar driving strategy includes
sensor technique and uses Hall sensors.

PID ALGORITHM
In closed loop method of speed control as shown in Figure 3, the actual motor speed is tracked and is
compared with the reference speed and motor speed is controlled by updating the PWM duty cycle.
System stability and reduced sensitivity for dynamic load variations are the main advantages of closed
loop method.

Figure 3: Closed Loop control method
PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) shown in Figure 4 is the most widely used controller in
closed-loop control system to ensure constant brake torque. The error difference between the actual
speed and the reference speed is calculated and given as an input to PID controller.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of a system with PID Controller and feedback loop
PID controller works on following equation:

Where, Error - e(t), Proportional gain - Kp, Integral Gain - Ki, Derivative Gain - Kd
PID parameters affect system’s overall performance. Tuning of PID controller, i.e. proper values
for parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) is done by using several tuning methods like manual tuning, ZieglerNicholas tuning, Tyreus Luyben tuning, Åström-Hägglund tuning and Cohen-coon tuning.
The effects of PID parameters (Kp, Ki, and Kd) are:
 Kp reduces System Rise time and provides faster response in variable load condition


Ki reduces the Steady state error, hence the motor speed is pushed near to reference speed



Kd reduces the Settling time and overshoot, hence provides faster response.

For digital implementation of equation (1), discrete time transformation is required. Laplace transform
and then z transform is applied on each individual term, to achieve the discrete form. Table 1 lists the
transformation for each individual term.
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Table 1: PID Transformations

By replacing values of z transformations from table 1 to equation (1), we get

By converting equation (2) in to difference equation, we get following equation (3), which is
implemented with basic digital blocks of adders and multipliers in FPGA.

PID controller works on the error and PWM Generator based on the error produces pulses of
varying duty cycle to three phase Inverter. The speed regulation of motor is done with PID controller
algorithm written using VHDL and dumped in the FPGA. When the motor runs, the hall sensor
captures the rotor position and produces signals correspondingly. Hall Sensor decoder receives hall
sensor output from BLDC motor.
Actual motor speed is compared with the reference speed provided and the error signal is
processed in a PID controller to obtain the required pulse width. The generated gate pulses are used to
drive the IGBT switches of the three phase bridge circuit. The gates of the IGBT switches produce
three phase voltages after they receive the decoded signals. The produced voltages are fed as input to
the motor to make it rotate at required speed and thus speed control of the brushless motor is achieved.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PID ALGORITHM
PID algorithm based closed loop speed control system is implemented using Xilinx Spartan3E.
Figure 5 shows the block diagram for implementation.
A. Hall Sensor Decoder
Different combination of hall inputs will be available based on rotor position. Hall input’s
combinations will repeat in successive manner for an electrical cycle as shown in Figure 2. By
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decoding the sequence of hall sensors, we will get information about change in electrical cycle as well
as the commutation sequence.

Figure 5: Implementation block diagram
B. Speed Computation
Actual speed of motor is calculated based on electrical cycles. An electrical cycle has direct
relation with RPM (Revolution Per Minute) of motor, as an example for single pole motor, one
electrical cycle represent one revolution (1 RPM) of motor.
C. PID Controller
As described in section 3, PID algorithm is simplified to Equation (3) and is digitally
implemented with use of multipliers and adders. PID processes the incoming error per electrical cycle.
For implementation of this motor control application, the tuning of the PID parameter values (K p, Ki
and Kd) are derived from a mathematical model.
D. PWM Generator
The speed of motor is controlled by varying the motor torque. Motor Torque can be varied by
changing average voltage across the motor windings. For varying average voltage across the windings
the PWM method is used where the duty cycle of wave is varied according to require speed. The
variation of applied PWM wave is based on hall sensor decoder output to recognize which phase is to
be energized. Here, on one branch; level signal is applied (PWM Ā, PWM B¯& PWM C¯) and on
another branch PWM signal is applied (branch PWM A, PWM B and PWM C) which is shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Commutation sequence based on Hall Sensor
The Flow Chart for VHDL coding is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Flow Chart

SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 8 represents simulated waveform for FPGA control logic integrated in system. Ha, Hb and Hc
the hall sensor inputs and reference speed are the test inputs provided through test bench. PID
continuously processes the input error at every electrical cycle and based on PID output PWM waves
are generated for the three phase windings.
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Figure 8: Simulation results

Figure 9: Model output vs RTL Implementation output
Digital FPGA based implementation with integer arithmetic produces response very close to
mathematical model response as shown in Figure 9. The Table 2 shows the ac voltage, current, input
power, efficiency of the machine under different load conditions.
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Table 2

From Table 2, it has been understood that by varying the load the efficiency increases speed
reduces, Power factor increases but after certain percentage of loading the speed decreases marginally,
efficiency reduces, input current increases.

CONCLUSION
Through this paper, Hall sensors based closed loop implementation for speed control of BLDC
motor is discussed. The PID control of BLDC motor is successfully implemented on the FPGA and its
performance is tested on a BLDC motor speed control system for real time control. Simulation results
of implemented PID based BLDC motor controller shows accurate results. Use of PID in the closed
loop implementation minimizes torque ripples and adds efficiency and stability to systems. The FPGA
based implemented motor controller can be used for system critical applications where the system
stability and motor speed accuracy are the determining factors. PID controllers implemented on
FPGAs improves speed, accuracy, power-efficient, compactness and cost effectiveness when
compared to other techniques.
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